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I. Introduction and Summary
Any discussion of the risk of exposure to potentially-hazardous agents in

the environment Inevitably Involves the question of whether "the dose effect
curve" is of the threshold or "linear, non-threshold" type. A principal objec-
tive of this presentation is to show that "tie" function is actually twa separate
relationships, each representing distinctly different functions with differing
variables on the axes, and each characteristic of quite different disciplines
(i.e., the threshold function, of Pharmacology, Toxicology and Medicine [PTM];
the linear, non-threshold function, of Public Health including safety and acci-
dent statistics [PUS]). It is shown that low-level exposure (LLE) to radiation
falls clearly in the PHS category. A function for cell "dose" vs. the fraction
of single cell quantal responses is characterised, which reflects the absolute
and relative sensitivities of cells. Acceptance of this function would obviate
any requirement for the use in Radiation Protection of the concepts of a standard
radiation, Q, dose equivalent and rem.

II. Materials and Methods
Consider a potentially-hazardous agent in the environment, to which Individ-

uals may be exposed. If the agent Itself is released from its container (source,
carrier) under controlled conditions so that it reaches the proximate environment
of each exposed individual, then agent is transferred to every exposed individual

j§ In a continuous and orderly fashion so that it is only the dose that can increase
H with additional exposure (i.e., the amount of the agent in the environment).
3 Hence t tie applicable functions are those familiar in PTM and shown in panel a,

Irt § Fig. 1. With the "dose-effect" function, curve A, tissue injury in the lower
cs S dose ranges 1s spontaneously reversible. However, above a threshold for sponta-
w af neously irreversible injury, 1 , and the corresponding dose, D̂ p, the rele-
|~j £; vant tissue, e.g., an organ may undergo a "change of state", from effectively
p O functional to effectively non-functional. Because the severity of this all-or-
^ b none alteration, termed a quantal response, does not change with increasing dose,

u 5j» ̂  It Is then only the fraction of like-dosed individuals, f_, that can increase
$Z £• H with additional exposure or dose (curve B, panel a ) . The derivative of this
3 3 "Ja curve (curve B 1, panel n) can be viewed as the distribution of organ sensitlvi-

!5 •£ ties, obtainable only by differentiating curve B.

>̂< 9 However, if the agent in amounts up to and exceeding the threshold is <~on-
W 3 f^"0^ ro sources distributed among" the exposed individuals for purposes other
|P fj$ than transferring agent to and causing injury (o anyone, then agent is released
§ * only in the event of an accidental interaction or collision. Agent may then be
:? ."; transferred to the Individual in amounts determined by stochastic processes.

Therefore, short of an accident, no one in the exposed popula_tjon is hit or
"dosed^, and all that can increase with additional exposure (i.e., the number per
unit area or the fluence <l< of carriers, or a surrogate such as the exposure time
tp ,,...qr , tbe .number.., Ji.tX N H) is the number. or, .proportion of 4"d̂ ^̂



..g.., in a continuous and -orfierJy fashion so" that it is only the close "that can' I Trie fe^se
H with additional exposure (i .e., the amount of the agent in the environment).
3 Hence the applicable functions are those familiar in PTM and shown in panel a,

(.-J § Fig- !• With the "dose-effect" function, curve A, tissue injury in the lower
K j? dose ranges is spontaneously reversible. However, above a threshold for sponta-
W x neously irreversible injury, 1 , and the corresponding dose, T)j, the rele-
2 £ vant tissue, f-.g-, an organ may undergo a "change of state", from effectively
Cj p functional to effectively non-functional. Because the severity of this all—or—
^ ':) none alteration, termed a quanta! response, does not change with increasing dose,

u tg û  it is then only the fraction of like-dosed individuals, fq, that can increase
'fZ 5 £ with additional exposure or dose (curve B, panel a ) . The derivative of this
Q 9 -2 curve (curve li' , panel a) can be viewed as the distribution of organ sensitivi-

£ £ ties, obtainable only by differentiating curve B.
>"3 r̂  However, if the agent in amounts up to and exceeding the threshold is con-
jv; J fined to sources distributed among' the exposed individuals for purposes other
£, f3 than transferring agent to and causing injury lo anyone, then agent is released
§ A only in the event of an accidental interaction or collision. Agent may then be
:? ."; transferred to the individual in amounts determined by stochastic processes.

Therefore, short of an accident, no one in the exposed population is hit or
"doscdj\ and all that can increase with additional exposure (i.e., the number per
unit area or the fluence 4' of carriers, or a surrogate such as the exposure time
tg, or the number hit N^) is the number or proportion of individuals hit
accidentally (panel b) . Since accidents occur essentially randomly in time and
space, and because the mean number hit per collision is constant, the increase in
the number hit and injured must be proportional to the amount of exposure (i.e.,
the curve is proportional, or "linear and without threshold"). Also since a
fraction of the hit rind injured will receive a hit size large enough to invoke
a quanta! organ response, both the incidence of total accident casualties
(curve lc> panel c) and of those with a <|ti.uit,il response (curve 1_) must be pro-
portional to the number or proportion of bit individuals. These functions, with
macro accidents, are linear even with large exposures because casualties are
promptly removed from the scene so that no "multihit" curvilinear comj. ment of
the curve is detectable. Although '.bese functions are commonplace in PHS

• * The stochastic analogue of dose, employed to avoid confusion between agent
release in the two modes.
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